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SO WHAT ARE YOU DOING ON YOUR 

LITTLE GRAIN OF SAND? 

 

TIME  

2 

Wake-up 

and see the BIGGER picture about life, 

because your time is running out…fast 

Version 1, Aug 2016 

 
Part of the Christian series aimed at positively impacting humanity  
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1. OBJECTIVE 
 

The main objective of this article is to highlight the fact that our life on earth is as small and short as a 

grain of sand (the little dot below) compared to life afterwards…:  

 

Another objective is to assist me.  Writing these articles and reading related Bible verses on a specific 

topic helps me keep perspective on life and what is really important, because I also tend to fall into the 

“Rat Race” trap, getting caught up in this world and missing the bigger picture. 

 

We are 6 Billion people on earth and if I can manage to help 0.00001% of them to open their eyes and 

realise where they are and what is important, I would have managed to positively impact 60 000 

people’s lives.  My aim is thus to also leave a Positive Legacy and help save Souls.  

 

2. INTRODUCTION 
Most people seem to miss the Bigger Picture by believing that 
this life (on earth) is the one and only (have you ever seen the 

“One life, Live it” logo on certain cars?).   

 
Another “belief” punted in life is that you need to “Prosper” and 
people believe this word must mean Success, Money, Fame, 
Fortune, Prestige, etc.. and the major culprits are the media, 
friends, family and off course the “Joneses”!.  Most people thus 
focus all their (short) time and attention on material financial 
wealth and success, if only they zoomed out and looked at 
the bigger picture.   
 

Most people 
seem to miss the 

Bigger Picture 
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TIME ON EARTH 
 

Let us quickly look at our brief time on earth and break it down (using 100 years as benchmark which 

is actually more than the average lifespan of a human): 

 
Are you 

missing the 
point? 

 During the first 10 years of your life you are a child, not really 
aware of “life”; 

 The second 10 years you (unfortunately) believe you know all 
about life…; 

 The next 30 years is probably the time you are totally 

aware of life and the material things on earth and your focus is on 
success/prosperity and other material things in this world; 

 The next 30 years you still focused on the things of this world, but 
probably start wondering about the real meaning of life (some 
even start zooming out and try to see the bigger picture); and 

 The last 20 years you probably thinking much more about life, 
why you here, how fast everything went by, and start preparing for 
the end…(some unfortunately think this is it, but in fact it is only 
the beginning of REAL Life awaiting you! With Terms and 
Conditions attached…) 

 

Time has wings, it flies.  Here is another problem about our brief time on earth!  For those in 

their 30s and up, you will know how fast 10 years just “flew” past, so note that you only have a few of 

those “10 year batches” and then it is all over, gone in a flash!  We often use the words “Time Flies” 

and we also experience it, but God has been warning us a long time ago about this:    

James 4:14 : “Yet you do not know what tomorrow will bring. What is your life? For you are a mist 

that appears for a little time and then vanishes”.  

 

Psalm 39 verse 4 to 5:  “Show me, Lord, my life’s end and the number of my days; let me know how 

fleeting my life is.  5 You have made my days a mere handbreadth; the span of my 

years is as nothing before you. Everyone is but a breath, even those who seem 

secure.   6 “Surely everyone goes around like a mere phantom; in vain they rush about, 

heaping up wealth without knowing whose it will finally be”. 

 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=James+4%3A14&version=ESV
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3. ETERNITY 
 

Now let us look at the concept of “Eternity”.  The Bible refers many times to Eternal life, here are just 

a few: 

John 3:36 says: 

“He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life: and he that believeth not the Son shall not 

see life; but the wrath of God abideth on him.” 

John 3:16 says: 

“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him 

should not perish, but have everlasting life.”  

Matthew 25:46  

"These will go away into eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal life."  

Many others include: John 6:51,  1 John 2:17, John 4:14,  Matthew 19:29,  Luke 18:30, Luke 18:18,  

Galatians 6:8, Deuteronomy 11:21, 2 Corinthians 5:1, John 3:15, John 6:40, John 10:28, 1 John 1:2, 1 

John 5:11, 1 John 5:13 and more.   

So there is something called “eternal life”, but here is the problem, how do we explain eternity 

(everlasting, forever or infinity) to someone or even to yourself?  It is something our brains 

cannot comprehend.  I will attempt to explain this by using sand as an example below. 

  

http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Matthew/25/46
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/John/6/51
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/1-John/2/17
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/John/4/14
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Matthew/19/29
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Luke/18/30
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Luke/18/18
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Galatians/6/8
http://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Deuteronomy/11/21
http://biblehub.com/john/3-15.htm
http://biblehub.com/john/6-40.htm
http://biblehub.com/john/10-28.htm
http://biblehub.com/1_john/1-2.htm
http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-11.htm
http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-11.htm
http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-13.htm
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4. TIME ON EARTH VERSUS TIME IN HEAVEN (100 years versus eternity) 
 

Note that even all the sand on earth can still not represent “eternity”, but at least it helps show how 

significant “eternity” is!  Let us assume that an average grain of sand is 1mm in size and it represents 

our time on earth (let us use 100 years again) and this is illustrated by the picture below:    

           
 

So the above cross section of a 1mm grain of sand represents our entire life on earth in this example. 

 

Life after “death” is however many many more grains, like these below on a beach:  
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And even more as in the picture below representing trillions and trillions of years (each sand grain 

below representing 100 years).  Just try and imagine how many sand grains are in the picture below!?: 

 

And even more sand like the entire Sahara desert: 
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And even more sand like all the sand on all the deserts and beaches around the world: 

 

And even much much much much much much more … 

There is an estimated 75 000 000 000 000 000 000 grains of sand on earth, so multiply each one by 

100 (as each would represent 100 years) which would be the number of years that you will live 

afterwards and when that time period is eveeeeeentually over, you can start all over again and 

repeat this forever, as “eternity” does not have an end…?   

Actually, perhaps there will not be “time” in Heaven, just like the fact that time did not exist before 

God’s Big Bang creation…, but let us not go into this technical matter. 
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5. CHASING THE WRONG PURPOSE ON EARTH 
 

This article is not aimed at covering what you should be doing with your short life while on earth, but 

below are just some short (excuse the pun) notes on this. Questions to think about: “Are you part of 

the Rat Race”?  “When last did you look at the beautiful morning sky or at the trees and flowers as 

part of God’s creation on your way to work (if any), or are you rushing by, focussing impatiently on the 

car in front of you?”   

So after your very very “ultra-short Speedy Gonzales blink-of-an-
eye” time (100 years) on earth (that one little grain of sand), 
eternity is still awaiting you, yet we stress and focus on life on 
earth, fighting over resources and trying to accumulate as much 
wealth and assets on our first little grain of sand, believing it is the 
most important and only life we have (worst still is that you cannot 
transfer your “stuff” onto the other grains of sand still awaiting 
you.  By the way, I have come to realise that the more “stuff” you 
have, the more stress and effort you have to look after them, to 
maintain/insure them and the more of your precious limited time is 
spent (wasted) on that them.  Someone walking down the street is 
probably texting or stressing about something or trying to respond 
or arrange a very “important” meeting via their phone, if only they 
looked up and saw the beautiful sky, trees and God’s overall 
creation around them instead!    
 

 
DID YOU 
KNOW:  
Eternity is still 
awaiting you, 
but only if… 

At this moment politicians are negotiating and making (some even false) promises, businessmen are 

wheeling and dealing and chasing budgets, countries are at war over resources, fraud and corruption 

is taking place all over in pursuit (for the “love”) of money and drug addicts are using drugs to “actually 

get away from this world”.  Most people in general are totally focussed on and obsessed with, their life 

on their small little grain of sand, trying to make a living (or surviving) or aiming to “Prosper” (a 

swearword in my opinion), all ignoring the bigger picture, totally caught up in this world (trying to 

create a little “Heaven” for themselves on earth, if only they knew it would be gone in a blink of an 

eye!).      
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If you want, you can get some further guidance from:  1 John 2: 15 to 17, Matthew 16: 26, 1 Peter 2:  

11 and 12 

 

Here are some personal quotes I would like to share: 

 “Accumulating Wealth for yourself on your small single insignificant grain of sand amongst a vast 

desert of sand grains is such a waste of time…”;  

 “One life, live it.  Two lives, make the first (brief one) on earth count for the second (eternal 

one)”; and 

 “The path you chase on earth will probably determine your paths afterwards”.  

Psalm 39 verse 6:  “Surely everyone goes around like a mere phantom; in vain they rush about, 

heaping up wealth without knowing whose it will finally be”. 

And there are many many other verses on material wealth being the wrong “god” (Mammon) to 

“worship”…, but I will have separate articles on this topic.    

It is quite frustrating that the only thing people can chat about at meetings, 

parties, functions seem to be “Money” and how to make more.  A lot of these 

people are super intelligent, many have a number of degrees, so how come they 

still miss the point about life here on earth?!    

Do they not know we are in this World, BUT not of the World? 

John 17 verse 16    
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6. A LOOOOONG CONCLUSION (to get the message across) 
 
 
 
 
 
Now let us zoom out and see the bigger picture by asking the 
following difficult question: 
 

Please please 
zoom out and 
see the bigger 

picture about life 

 

“Can you see the “not-so-clean insignificant little grain of sand” that your life on earth represents, 

below?” 

 

(Sarcastic) Answer:  It is under the left front tyre of the middle Quad Bike in the bottom right corner of 

this picture borrowed from Google Images….  Just look at the Gazillions of other 

“lives” awaiting you, yet you fight, stress and accumulate on the first little 

one and worst still, many people do not prepare for the other sand 

grains!?  

What do I mean with “many people do not prepare for the other sand grains”?, well, your life on 
earth will determine your “life” on all the other sand grains, but people do not always “invest” wisely for 
the “afterlife”, they rather focus on their pension days, which is probably a 20% fraction of their sand 
grain.  So many people prepare and invest for 20% of a 1mm sand grain, so now we have to measure 
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that in Desi-Millimetres, but there are trillions and trillions of kilometres of other sand grains that they 
should rather invest in! 

    
 
7. A NOTE TO THOSE WHO ARE HAVING A DIFFICULT TIME ON EARTH   
 

If you currently in a difficult place in your life or were born in poverty or in a house of abuse or currently 

being abused or without work or hope, know that:  This life on earth will fly past very quickly and if you 

try to keep to God’s commandments (nobody can keep them 100%), believe Jesus died for your sins, 

try to stay a “good” person, no matter what happens to you or around you now, and aim to serve, 

there is an immeasurable good eternal life awaiting you afterwards.  So your situation now on earth is 

like a little “sand grain of problems” compared to the beautiful never ending sand grains awaiting you 

without any problems (Tc and Cs apply).  Your purpose on earth may not be clear now while you feel 

you are suffering so much (God may still reveal that purpose), but think in the long run.  There are two 

eternal options, Heaven or Hell and if your current situation feels like hell, make sure you do not 

continue on that path, rather remain a good person despite your bad situation on earth and know that 

the opposite will materialise in the long run (looking at one sand grain of hell on earth versus zillions 

and zillions of sand grains of Heaven should help convince you that your time on earth is short lived, 

so do NOT give up hope!                 

 
 
8. A NOTE TO THOSE FEELING THE PRESSURES FROM THE JONESES:  
 

If you see everybody around you running around collecting and hoarding “stuff”/Money just for 

themselves as part of the Rat Race, do not stress, as this is temporary!  The Joneses should actually 

stress that they are not making time to collect the right “stuff” for the long run (for the time on the 

rest of all the other sand grains).  In one of my other articles I refer to the term “Short term 

Gain, loooong term Chaos”, and that is exactly what will happen to the 

Joneses!  Rather turn it around to “Short term Chaos, but experiencing 

looong term Gain”.   

Bottom line: Life on earth is very short (time flies), life on earth 

is nothing compared to life afterwards, nothing nothing nothing, so 
NEVER focus on, and worship “earthly material wealth” while 
briefly on this planet, as it will negatively impact your never ever 
ever ending life afterwards (excuse the pun, but just imagine you 
mess up on this one tiny little sand grain and it means your life 

 
Do not get 

pre-occupied 
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afterwards on all the other sand grains become a living hell?).   
 

 

with the 
(wrong) things 

on earth 

 Look at the picture and get the message

Material things (money, assets, possessions, prosperity, prestige, rank, titles, limelight) on earth are 

temporally and insignificant just like a small grain of sand in a desert of sand grains and worthless 

in the end, particularly if obtained for the wrong reasons and if others were negatively impacted during 

your pursuit of this.  By the way, our 1 little grain of sand (earth life) is full of sin, so actually a dirty little 

grain of sand compared to the Golden grains in Heaven. 

 
Life on earth is 
however indeed 

critical 
 

As insignificant as our short life on earth may now seem to be, 

life on earth is however indeed critical, but not 

from a material/wealth perspective, unless the wealth is correctly 
applied.  So why is this short life on earth still so critical?  The 
answer is a different story altogether and not covered in this 
article.  The best answers are actually in the Bible, but as no 
expert, I attempted to cover some possible reasons in separate 
articles.    
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Please stop focussing on the small material things on earth 

and zoom out to see the bigger picture about life and time! 

Remember: 

 We only have 100 years or less on earth; 

 This little time actually flies by extremely fast (the Bible reminds us many times); 

 It should not be spent on the wrong things in life (the Bible warns us many times);     

 We MUST look at the “bigger picture” about life (yes, even this is covered in the Bible). 

Life afterwards is “incomprehensibly-ridiculously-

never-ending-eternally” looong and what you do/did 

on earth will determine your eternal life’s path 

afterwards, so what are you doing on 

your little grain of sand today? 

(Read some of these verses below for guidance what 

NOT to do… Exodus 20:3-6, Exodus 34:14-16, 

Deuteronomy 6:14-16, Matthew 6:19-24 and 31 to 

34, Luke 12:20 and 33 as well as Luke 16:13-15, 

Hebrews 13:5-6, 1 Timothy 6:9-12, 2 Timothy 3:1-

5, 1 John 2:15-16, Romans 12:2, Colossians 3:4-

7, Mark 4:19). 

WHAT YOU DO ON EARTH 

WILL DETERMINE WHICH 

PATH YOU WILL FOLLOW 

AFTERWARDS! 

WHAT YOU DO ON EARTH 

WILL DETERMINE WHICH 

PATH YOU WILL FOLLOW 

AFTERWARDS! (No, this 

message was not repeated 

by accident, it is so critical 

that it had to be repeated!) 

 

So it is: Indeed TIME 2 wake up and see the BIGGER picture about life, because our time is 

running out…fast 

Ps. Do not get me wrong, God indeed wants us all to “Prosper”, but T & Cs apply and I will try 

and cover this in another article. 

So in closing, are you collecting stuff and building 
your own empire and following your Passion or are 
you living your Purpose which God has for you!? 
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Collecting stuff will make you partly “Happy”, following 
your Passion will make you more happy, but will they 
get you onto the Green path of Infinity?  Following 
your Purpose God has for you will make you fully 
content with life and positively impact others AND 
improve your chances of getting onto the Green path. 
 

 

This article did not provide guidance on how to get onto the Green path above (get into 
Heaven) such as what exactly you need to do while here on earth, as the purpose of this 
article is only to raise your awareness (wake you up) of the fact that there is “more to life” 
(look at the bigger picture).  Yes, the bigger picture that life on earth is actually very very 
terribly short and chasing material wealth, prestige, fame and fortune for your own good is 
actually a “waste of time” (excuse the Pun), because what you do on earth will indeed 
determine where you going afterwards (either the Red path or the Green path and nothing in-
between (this reminds me of the movie called “The Matrix” where he had to either take the 
Red pill or the Blue pill!), no other choice).  I will leave the “what you should do while on 
earth” to the experts and in any case, you firstly need to find your (unique) Talents, Passions 
and then your Purpose in life. 

 

PLEASE Get this message again before it is too 
late! 



USING SAND TO DEMONSTRATE CREATION   
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9. RECAP QUESTIONS: 
NO QUESTION YOUR ANSWER 

1 What is my quote that replaces “One life, live 
it”? 

 

2 Complete this quote from this article “Our 
greatest fear should not be….” 

 

3 Write out Mark 4:19  

 

10. RELATED ARTICLES: 
NO RELATED ARTICLES COMMENTS 

 To be completed later  

   

   

   

 

 


